SAI RAM ENGINEERING COLLEGE
(NBA Accredited & ISO Certified Institution)
Sai Leo Nagar, WEST TAMBARAM, Chennai - 600 044.

Our Students placed in TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES (TCS) as ENGINEER TRAINEE 2014 BATCH

CSE

- AISHWARYA S
- ANISHA S
- ARAVINDHA RAJA A
- AYSHA SHITAIA K B
- BHAGYALAKSHMI G
- KALAVANI G
- KRISHNAVENI M
- MOHAMED YOUSUFA
- FAZIL S
- REVATHI B V
- SARANYA V
- SOWMYA S
- SRINATH P
- SUBHAROSHIKI R
- VAIDHYALINGAM T
- VEJAY PRAVEEN RAJAA
- VINOYTHI R

Post Graduates

- DIVYA V
- MCA
- SOUNDRAM N
- MCA
- SANDHYA M
- M.E. (CS)
- HIMALAYA B
- M.E. (C.C)
- SINJOY P J
- M.E. (C.C)
- GOWTHAMI R
- M.E. (E.S)

Our Students placed in WIPRO as ENGINEER TRAINEE 2014 BATCH

CSE Dept.

- AISHWARYA S
- DIVYATHA K B
- PRAVEEN KUMAR D
- RAKESH SUBRAMANIAN
- SAI RUBINI V
- SUBHISHA B
- VARSHINI RAMAN
- VIGNESH R

COMPENSATION
Rs. 3,25,000/- p.a.
Rs. 27,083/- p.m.

COMPENSATION
Rs. 3,15,000/- p.a.
Rs. 26,250/- p.m.

MJF. Ln. Leo Muthu, Chairman
www.sairamgroup.in